
























































I was as dedicated as a Mormon could be. I worked overtime because 
I missed a tithing payment and wanted extra money in the next 
paycheck to cover that. For YEARS I paid. “Double your tithing, 
Double your blessings” is still taught. I kept a prayer in my heart at 
all times. I was a dedicated missionary that worked through an injury 
I sustained on the mission, has taken 5 surgeries to fix, and the 
church weaseled out of covering medical costs WHILE I STILL HAD 
THE TAG ON!!!!

I was the pinnacle of Mormon faith and obedience. One fateful night, 
I was fulfilling my calling (one of three I had at the time) by closing 
up the church building. At this time my wife and I had a very young 
baby, I had just lost my job, and tithing was still paid.



While checking the building I made sure that nobody else was in 
there,...I walked in [the Bishop’s Office] to write a note to 
remind them to lock the office…As I started to write on the post 
it note, the computer screen woke up. On the screen was a 
tithing report for the ward. A Ward I knew very well and NOBODY 
was rich, overwhelming majority were just getting their 
families/careers/schooling started.

This tithing report wasn’t even complete yet and was reporting 
2.5 million for the year. My shelf shattered then and there. That 
money could have done so much for the good people there who 
were still generous with the little they had left, but instead it fed 
the hedge fund. 



That’s not even the best part, the best part was less than a 
month after I was in a meeting with the stake president (I was in 
the elders quorum presidency as well) our beloved SP berated the 
leaders about tithing. He berated the stake later about tithing 
and how we needed to exercise faith and pay more.

We had one of the oldest, crappiest buildings in Mormonism. We 
had CONSTANT complaints about things like water leaks, failed 
air conditioners, and other major problems. They were fixed with 
the equivalent of tape and construction paper. Our stake 
presidents building was in pristine condition. He was a 
multimillionaire himself and the ward around the stake center 
was equally affluent.


